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The floor standing F1029 wipe dispenser and trash 
receptacle feature a top compartment for wipes; an 
attractive silk screened sign on a commercial Sintra sign 
panel to encourage use and a convenient side opening 
for discarding used wipes. Create a message of your 
choice or apply a logo to the top or side of the unit to 
enhance branding and promote a safer, anti-bacterial 
environment.  With its sleek design, the F1029 series 
features a touchless “x”-shaped dispensing opening that 
allows only one wipe to be dispensed at a time. The 
F1029 is also available without a sign panel.

The unit's top features a two push button design allowing 
for a quick & easy refill of wipes. When done, the cover 
snaps back into place. To empty the trash compartment, 
lift the body off the base section to access the inner 
bucket. After removing the trash, slide the body back on 
the weighted base. No inner tr bag is needed.
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F1029 Wipe Dispenser & Trash Can 

The sleek wall mount W1015 wipe dispensers feature a 
touchless “x”-shaped dispensing opening that allows only 
one wipe to be dispensed at a time.  Available with and 
without an attractive silk screened sign on a commercial 
Sintra panel to encourage use. Create a message of your 
choice or apply a logo to the top or side of the unit to 
enhance branding and promote a safer, anti-bacterial 
environment. 

The unit's top features a two push button design allowing 
for a quick & easy refill of wipes. When done, the cover 
snaps back into place.

W1015 Wall Mount Wipe Dispenser 
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Custom Silk Screened Logos and Messages

Finishes
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-   Reduce risk of infection and disease with FDA approved  
    wet wipes
-   Helps eliminate cross-contamination
-   Use when soap and water is not available
-   Double push button secures cover on body when pulling          
    wipes
-   Easy to load wipes & thread though specially designed   
    “star” opening
-   Heavy weighted base for maximum stability
-   Durable Satin Aluminum finish, Satin Black baked smooth   
    powder coat finish, Silver Vein baked textured powder   
    coat finish or 27 designer powder coat finishes
-   Finishes designed to always look clean
-   Heavy gauge rust-proof, corrosion and fire resistant         
    aluminum or galvanized steel
-   Indoor/Outdoor use
-   Easy to clean
-   Constructed of 30% recycled aluminum
-   100% post-consumer recyclable metal
-   Packed with 100% recycled materials
-   Made in the USA
-   Antibacterial Wipes are sold separately

Features & Benefits

Help create the message of your choice and apply a logo 
to the top or side of the unit to enhance branding and 
encourage use of the wipes to promote a safer, more 
germ free environment. 

The Sanitizing Wipe Dispensers line of products in 
Satin Aluminum and 29 Powder Coat finishes.  
Solid aluminum models are available with fine 
satin polished finish (SA) that will not show fingerprints 
or streaks. Galvanized steel models are available  
in 29 smooth or textured finishes. 
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